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Abstract—Motivated by the increasing importance of edge
computing and improvements in heterogeneous low-power,
wimpy systems, we present a novel time-energy-cost analysis
of wimpy edge computing in comparison with traditional
brawny cloud computing. For this analysis, we use a brawny
heterogeneous Amazon EC2 cloud instance with GPU and
two wimpy heterogeneous systems represented by Jetson TK1
and Jetson TX1. As the paradigm shift to edge computing is
due to the challenges of Big Data processing, we select six
representative MapReduce applications with applicability in
IoT edge computing. Using our time-energy-cost analysis of
both wimpy edge compute nodes and cloud computing systems
with GPUs, we present several key insights. Firstly, we advocate
the usage of heterogeneous systems with GPU on both edge
and cloud since they provide time-energy savings of up to
70% for compute-intensive applications. Secondly, we establish
an equivalence ratio between one brawny cloud instance and
multiple wimpy edge nodes that achieve the same or better
time performance. Based on this equivalence ratio, we show
that using wimpy systems as edge computing devices saves
cost compared to using traditional cloud computing. Lastly,
counter-to-intuition, our analysis shows that the latest Jetson
TX1 system exhibits worse time-cost performance compared
to the older Jetson TK1 system. This result stems from lower
operating core clock frequency and lower instructions-per-cycle
of Jetson TX1’s GPU on some compute-intensive applications.

Keywords-edge computing; cloud computing; heterogeneous
systems; GPU; brawny; wimpy; time performance; energy; cost
performance

I. INTRODUCTION

The transformation to “smart cities” is increasing the

adoption of Internet of Things (IoT) devices which are

predicted to grow beyond 30 billion by 2020 [22]. This

phenomenal growth in IoT devices triggers an unprecedented

data deluge giving rise to new challenges in terms of real-

time data processing technologies. These challenges are

causing a paradigm shift towards edge or fog computing

to enable data processing closer to the source of data with

higher bandwidth and lower latency [23].

As edge computing devices are located closer to IoT

devices, they need to be both energy- and space-efficient

for mobile application domains such as smart cars, vessel

monitoring and so on. The increase in processing capabilities

of processors used in mobile devices in the previous decade

motivates the case for using such wimpy devices in edge

computing due to their small form factor and low power

consumption. Additionally, these wimpy systems are becom-

ing heterogeneous with the addition of Graphics Processing

Units (GPUs) to offload computations resulting in improved

time performance and energy efficiency [9, 12, 25].
Nvidia Jetson family is an example of such wimpy hetero-

geneous systems referred to as mobile supercomputers due to

their small size and high performance within the constrained

power budget. Jetson TK1 [25] is built using Nvidia’s

Tegra K1 system-on-chip (SoC) and uses a 32-bit quad-core

ARM Cortex-A15 CPU and 192-core Nvidia Kepler GPU.

With the introduction of 64-bit ARM architecture, Jetson

TX1 [12] based on Tegra X1 SoC employs four 64-bit ARM

Cortex-A57 cores along with 256 GPU cores of the latest

power-efficient Maxwell architecture.
With the need for new edge computing architectures that

are both power- and space-efficient, and the technological

advancements in wimpy systems, it is important to study

if these systems fit the bill for edge computing. As edge

computing is addressing the data deluge from IoTs, it is

imperative to study the performance of edge systems with

respect to data-intensive applications.
To address this, we perform a detailed measurement-based

performance characterization of data analytics applications

on Jetson systems to determine their suitability for edge

computing. Our study evaluates the time, energy and cost

performance of six MapReduce programs representing typ-

ical data analytics on two viable edge computing systems,

the latest Jetson TX1 and the previous Jetson TK1 wimpy

systems. In addition, we compare the performance of these

wimpy heterogeneous systems with brawny heterogeneous

cloud systems based on Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud

(EC2) instances.
The main contributions and the key insights from this

paper are:

• We advocate for the usage of heterogeneous systems

with GPU for both the edge and the cloud since they

provide time-energy savings of up to 70% for compute-

intensive applications.

• We establish an equivalence ratio of 12 wimpy edge

nodes that achieve the same or better performance

compared to a single brawny cloud instance. Using this
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time-performance equivalence ratio, we show that edge

computing using wimpy systems results in cost savings

compared to brawny cloud computing servers except

for the case where the manpower cost does not get

amortized because of small cluster sizes.

• Counter-to-intuition, we observe that recent Jetson TX1

system exhibits lower time-cost performance compared

to the older Jetson TK1 system. This is due to lower

operating core clock frequency and the unexpectedly

low Instructions-per-Cycle (IPC) of the TX1 GPU on

some compute-intensive applications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

provides the state of the art research on time, energy and

cost performance analysis and edge computing architecture

systems. Section III details the methodology with respect to

applications and hardware systems used for our study. The

analysis is presented in Section IV and Section V shows the

summary and concluding remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

The related work with respect to evaluation of the Tegra

SoC architecture as a viable platform for edge computing

can be classified into (i) energy-time and cost performance

studies of GPU architecture systems for Big Data analytics

and (ii) architecture feasibility studies for edge computing.

A. Time, Energy and Cost Performance of Data-Intensive

Applications

While there are many studies involving improvements

to existing frameworks for data-intensive applications using

MapReduce on systems with GPUs [11, 15, 16, 29, 31],

all of these works only focus on time performance aspects.

Additionally, while many works do consider Nvidia GPU

architectures for data-intensive applications, the system ar-

chitectures considered belong to the traditional server class

systems which are both power hungry and have large spa-

tial volumetric footprints. In contrast, this paper addresses

the question whether the latest 64-bit processor systems

designed for the mobile market, such as Jetson TX1, are

energy- and cost-efficient as edge computing devices.

Other studies analyze the power-performance trade-off

between traditional x86 server architectures and processor

architectures used in smart mobile devices. While these

works provide useful insights on performance bottlenecks [5,

7, 13, 26], they focus on the 32-bit architecture version of

the mobile processors without the integrated GPUs. These

analysis results are worth revisiting with the improved com-

putational and memory performance on 64-bit processors

and with the integration of power-efficient GPUs. Addition-

ally, the above works do not consider the cost of computation

which is an important consideration for cloud users moving

towards edge computing devices.

There are various cost models proposed to compare

performance cost trade-off across different architectures for

data-intensive processing and evaluating costs for datacen-

ters [17, 18]. However these models only consider on-

premise CPU only architecture systems. Due to the recently

available power-efficient GPU architectures, this paper con-

siders the cost of wimpy systems with GPUs and compare

them with the cost of computing using cloud services.

On the other hand, there are different cost models for

efficient data-intensive processing using cloud computing

services [3, 8, 32], but in contrast to this paper they do not

address the cost of computations using on-premise wimpy

architecture systems.

B. Hybrid and Edge Computing Architectures

With the increasing computational complexities of mobile

applications, the CloneCloud framework [6] is a hybrid

framework to automatically partition the application and

seamlessly off-load portions of the executions on cloud

resources in an elastic manner. However, due to the increased

computational performance of the latest mobile processors,

offloading parts of the mobile application might be unneces-

sary. In contrast, in this paper we are considering offloading

parts of computation from the cloud to the mobile processor

to enable cost-efficient edge computing. Nebula [27] is a

light-weight architecture that proposes an edge cloud for

distributed data-intensive processing and storage. However,

they use emulated compute nodes as the edge hardware

based on Planetlab while our paper proposes the usage of

real hardware systems such as Jetson TK1 and Jetson TX1

as edge compute nodes.

III. APPROACH AND SETUP

A. Approach

The objective of this paper is to analyze the time, energy

and cost performance of batch data analytics on wimpy edge

computing devices in comparison with traditional brawny

cloud instances, as depicted in Figure 1. For this analysis,

we select two representative wimpy systems covering both

32-bit and 64-bit ARM processor architectures, and one type

of brawny cloud instance from Amazon EC2. More details

about these systems are provided in the next subsection.

For this work, we selected five representative MapReduce

applications covering multiple domains and we run them on

Hadoop, the most popular MapReduce framework [1]. Since

Hadoop supports only CPU processing of input records,

we employ our lazy processing technique to process the

records on heterogeneous CPU+GPU systems [20]. On a

GPU running m threads, lazy processing distributes each

input record to a GPU thread, in contrast with chunking [29]

which splits one record among the m threads.

B. Applications

For this measurement-based analysis of data analytics on

edge computing, we select five representative MapReduce
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Figure 1: Approach Overview

applications covering different application domains, as sum-

marized in Table I. Pi Estimation (PI) represents Monte

Carlo simulations used in system optimizations, among other

areas. Pi Estimation takes as input the number of samples

to generate during the simulation. Due to the increasing

importance of financial models, we select BlackScholes

(BS), a financial model used to compute options prices.

Each line of BS input files represents one option. To

implement BlackScholes in MapReduce, we used the code

from PARSEC benchmarking suite [4]. To cover machine

learning, we select Kmeans (KM), an algorithm that groups

n points from a space with m dimensions into k clusters.

Our MapReduce implementation, adapted from Mars [15],

computes one iteration of Kmeans algorithm. Representing

mathematical computations, Matrix Multiplication (MM) is

implemented in MapReduce such that Map phase computes

each element from the result square matrix of size n. We

implement Similarity Score (SS) as cosine similarity used

in data mining to find entities with similar values. In our

implementation, we compute the similarity between m pairs

of vectors with n elements. To perform text processing, we

select Grep (GR), an application that searches for a regular

expression in a text file with a certain number of lines.

In our experiments, Grep searches for the work “the” in

Wikipedia’s articles dump.

From IoT perspective, we can find at least one use case

for each of the five applications. For example, Monte Carlo

simulations can be used in localization applications [2],

while mathematical computations represented by MM have

many use cases in IoT and Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSN) [28]. Financial models have been successfully ap-

plied in computer science to optimize power management

on wimpy heterogeneous systems [30]. KM can be used to

cluster output data and SS can be used to find data points

with similar value. Grep is useful for analyzing very large

logs produced by a variety of systems.

We evaluate each application for two input sizes, M and

L as shown in Table I, for both CPU-only homogeneous

systems and CPU+GPU based heterogeneous systems. The

experiments are executed three times and the results with

Table I: Applications

Application Input Size [GB] Description

Pi Estimation (PI)
0.056 (M) 300 billion samples
0.186 (L) 1000 billion samples

BlackScholes (BS)
8.0 (M) 120 million options

24.2 (L) 360 million options

Kmeans (KM)
7.7 (M) n=83,397,420, m=34, k=5

19.3 (L) n=208,493,550, m=34, k=5

Matrix Multiplication (MM)
7.5 (M) n=1000

26.0 (L) n=1500

Similarity Score (SS)
7.5 (M) n=1000, m=1,000,000

26.0 (L) n=1500, m=2,250,000

Grep (GR)
11.1 (M) 166,656,938 lines
22.3 (L) 368,789,935 lines

the minimum values are used in the paper.

C. Systems

We have selected three representative systems covering

both brawny cloud and wimpy edge computing, as shown

in Table II. For cloud, we have selected g2.2xlarge Amazon

EC2 (EC2) instances equipped with eight virtual CPUs

(vCPUs) of Intel Xeon E5-2670 type, and 1536 GPU cores

of Nvidia Kepler architecture.

For wimpy edge, we have selected two systems with 32-

and 64-bit ARM architectures. Jetson TK1 (TK1) is a wimpy

heterogeneous system with four 32-bit ARM Cortex-A15

CPU cores and 192 Nvidia Kepler GPU cores integrated in

the same chip and sharing 2GB of LPDDR3 memory. Newer

generation Jetson TX1 (TX1) is a wimpy heterogeneous

system with four 64-bit ARM Cortex-A57 CPU cores and

256 Nvidia Maxwell GPU cores integrated in the same chip

and sharing 4GB of LPDDR4 memory. For both systems,

the Ubuntu OS is installed on the eMMC found on-board.

To manipulate large amounts of data, we have equipped each

system with a 3TB hard-disk.

Before analyzing the system’s performance on running

data analytics, we perform benchmarking of sub-systems

that play a crucial role in software execution, such as

the CPU, GPU, memory, storage and networking. The

results are summarized in Table II. Since data analytics

frameworks, such as Hadoop, Spark, Cloud Dataflow, run

on Java Virtual Machine, we evaluate CPU performance

with our custom-designed Java benchmarks1 that estimate

the performance as million iterations per second (MITPS).

The FloatInt benchmark is performing floating point and

integer computations stressing CPU’s pipeline, while Stall

benchmark generates many main memory requests to evalu-

ate the CPU performance for memory-bound programs. As

expected, Intel Xeon CPU of cloud instances provides higher

performance than ARM CPUs, in part due to higher core

count. For compute-intensive FloatInt, Xeon performance is

three times higher than ARM CPUs, while the 64-bit ARM

CPU of TX1 provides 10% less performance than the 32-bit

ARM CPU of TK1. We attribute this difference to the lower

operating frequency of 1.73GHz on TX1 as compared to

1https://github.com/dloghin/ubench
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Table II: Systems

EC2 TK1 TX1

Specs

System Amazon EC2 g2.2xlarge Jetson TK1 Jetson TX1
CPU Intel Xeon E5-2670 ARM Cortex-A15 ARM Cortex-A57
ISA x86-64 ARMv7l ARMv8-A
Cores 8 (virtual) 4 4
Frequency [GHz] 1.20 - 1.80 0.05 - 2.32 0.10 - 1.73
LLC Cache [MB] 20 2 2
Memory Type - LPDDR3 LPDDR4
Memory Size [GB] 15 2 4
GPU Architecture Nvidia Kepler Nvidia Kepler Nvidia Maxwell
GPU Cores 1536 192 256

CPU

Java FloatInt Performance [MITPS] 727 260 230
Java FloatInt PFR [MITPS/GHz] 404 112 133
Java FloatInt PPR [MITPS/W] - 17.7 14.8
System power [W] - 14.7 15.5
Java Stall Performance [MITPS] 9.66 0.86 1.60
Java Stall PFR [MITPS/GHz] 5.37 0.37 0.92
Java Stall PPR [MITPS/W] - 0.07 0.13
System power [W] - 12.8 12.4
Idle system power [W] - 6.5 7.3

GPU
Performance [GFLOPS] 2157 209 477
Average system power [W] - 10.1 10.8
Idle system power [W] - 6.5 7.3

Memory Bandwidth [GB/s] 9.1 2.2 3.4

Storage
Write throughput [MB/s] 123 132 96
Read throughput [MB/s] 138 150 135
Buffer read throughput [GB/s] 7.3 1.2 2.6

Network
TCP bandwidth [Mbits/s] 1080 715 736
UDP bandwidth [Mbits/s] 808 669 474

2.32GHz on TK1. While the performance-to-frequency ratio

(PFR) is higher for the 64-bit CPU, the overall performance-

to-power ratio (PPR) is better on the 32-bit system. For

memory-bounded programs represented by Stall benchmark,

TK1 exposes its limits in terms of memory bandwidth and

cache performance by providing half the MITPS of TX1. On

the other hand, brawny Xeon-based cloud systems achieve

eleven and six times better performance on Stall compared

to TK1 and TX1, respectively.

At GPU level, Jetson TX1 is two-times better while using

only 7% more power. Our measurements support Nvidia’s

claim that Maxwell architecture is two times more power-

efficient than Kepler architecture [14]. Compared to the

powerful GPU of EC2 instances, wimpy GPUs provide

ten and five times lower performance on TK1 and TX1,

respectively. For GPU evaluation, we have used SHOC

MaxFlops benchmark [10].

We have pointed out that ARM wimpy systems suffer

from small memory size and low memory bandwidth in our

previous studies [20, 21]. Using lmbench [24], we observe

improvements on the newer TX1 system. The memory

bandwidth of TX1 has improved by 55% compared to TK1,

but is more than 2.6 times lower compared to the bandwidth

of Intel Xeon systems.

At storage and networking levels, the performance of

cloud and edge systems is comparable. The only notable

difference is for the read throughput of frequently accessed

files that are buffered by the operating system in main

memory. In case of buffered read, brawny cloud system

based on Xeon architecture uses its larger memory size and

higher memory bandwidth to achieve six and three times

higher throughput compared to TK1 and TX1, respectively.

We use Linux tools such as dd for storage benchmarking

and iperf for networking profiling.

IV. ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the time, energy and cost

performance of data analytics on edge computing in contrast

with traditional cloud computing. First, we investigate if

heterogeneous systems with GPU accelerators exhibit time-

energy improvements over homogeneous CPU-only sys-

tems. Secondly, we derive equivalence ratios between cloud

brawny and edge wimpy systems based on their execution

time performance. Thirdly, using derived equivalence ratios

and a cost model for self-hosted clusters, we compare the

cost of edge and cloud computing for data analytics.

A. Heterogeneous Systems Performance

In this section, we compare the time-energy performance

of CPU-only, homogeneous systems, with CPU+GPU, het-

erogeneous systems. We measure the energy consumption

only on the edge devices since cloud providers do not allow

4
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Figure 2: Time and Energy Comparison between Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Systems

power and energy measurements. We normalize time and

energy to the values obtained on homogeneous systems and

plot the results in Figure 2.

We show that for three out of six applications, namely PI,

BS, and KM, heterogeneous systems with GPU save both

time and energy. On EC2, the GPU improves execution time

with 53% for PI and BS, and 13% for KM. On TK1, the

GPU improves the time with 70% and 43% for PI and BS,

respectively. On TX1, the GPU improves the time with 44%,

55% and 13% for PI, BS and KM, respectively. For SS,

homogeneous and heterogeneous systems exhibit the same

time performance but the system with GPU uses slightly

more energy by activating the accelerator’s hardware. For

MM, the heterogeneous system is between 4% and 18%

slower compared to the homogeneous system. We attribute

this to the fact that MM computational kernel is small in

terms of instructions. Only GR is much slower on EC2 and

TK1 heterogeneous systems and uses more energy on TK1

and TX1 heterogeneous systems compared to homogeneous

execution. We attribute this to the fact that GPU kernel is not

suitable for GPU execution since threads processing different

input lines may finish their execution at different moments

in time depending on the position of the regular expression.

A detailed analysis of GR behaviour on GPU is presented

in our previous work [20].

In summary, we advocate for the usage of heterogeneous

systems with GPU for MapReduce data analytics where

some applications can exhibit significant time and energy

improvements. For other applications, CPU-only execution

can be enabled to obtained the best performance. While

selecting the best of CPU-only or CPU+GPU execution can

be done automatically, it is out of the scope of this paper.

Rather, application developers can select during develop-

ment phase which execution unit is more suitable and fix it

for further executions. In the remainder of this paper, we use

the best results between homogeneous and heterogeneous

executions for each application on each system.

B. Edge-Cloud Equivalence Ratio

In this section, we compare the execution time perfor-

mance of cloud and edge systems and derive an equivalence

ratio between a single brawny cloud instance and multiple

wimpy edge cluster nodes. As shown in Figure 3, the

execution time ratio between one wimpy node and one

brawny EC2 node is between two and six. The ratio of two

is for MM and SS on TK1 and TX1. The ratio of six is

exhibited by BS.M, BS.L and KM.M running on TK1, and

by PI.L running on TX1. However, Hadoop does not scale

linearly [20, 21], thus, we over-provision and approximate

that 12 wimpy nodes of both TK1 and TX1 type are needed

to do the job of a single brawny EC2 instance.

Comparing TK1 and TX1, we are surprised to observe

that TK1 has better time performance for four out of six

applications, namely PI, MM, SS and GR. While for MM,

SS and GR this is due to the lower performance of TX1

CPU as shown in Section III-C, for PI executing on GPU

this is surprising. We have profiled GPU kernel execution

using nvprof from CUDA toolkit and found that the

instruction per cycle on TX1 is only 0.44, while on TK1

is 1.95. This difference can be attributed to different GPU

architectures but it shows a performance downgrade from

Kepler to Maxwell.
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Table III: Cost Model Notations

Notation Description
Value

TK1 TX1

T cluster lifetime ∗ 3 years
U cluster utilization [%] ∗ 10 - 100
N number of cluster nodes + 12 12
Pi idle power per node [W] + 6.5 7.3
Pa average power per node [W] + 16.2 14.2
Cs cost of acquisition per node [USD] + 360 760
Cm cost of manpower per month [USD] ∗ 0 - 7000
Cph cost of electricity per hour [USD] ∗ 0.10

Cp total cost of electricity [USD] # -

C total cost [USD] # -

Cc
h

cost of one EC2 instance [USD/h] ∗ 0.65

C. Cost Performance

In this section, we compare the cost of cloud and edge

computing based on the equivalence ratio derived in Sec-

tion IV-B. We define a cost model using the symbols in

Table III2 and we analyze the effect of different parameters,

such as number of cluster nodes, cluster utilization and

manpower salary on the total cost.

We define the cost of edge computing as the sum of

equipment cost, system administration cost and electricity

cost, similar to the marginal cost model for self-hosted

clusters defined in our previous work [21],

C = N · Cs + T · Cm + Cp (1)

where electricity cost depends on system’s power and uti-

lization,

Cp = T · Cph ·N · (U · Pa + (1− U) · Pi) (2)

Equipment cost includes base-system kit, hard-disk and

networking switch costs. The cost of a Jetson TK1 and

Jetson TX1 kit is $200 and $600, respectively. We add

$150 for the 3TB hard disk on each node, and $120 for

a networking switch at cluster level. The cost of setting-

up the cluster in included in equipment and manpower

costs. Manpower cost is based on the average salary data

found on recruiting websites3 and ranges between $3000

and $7000 per month. We also consider the case where no

additional system administrator is needed for small clusters,

thus, manpower cost reduces to zero. Lifetime span of the

cluster is three years [21], which translates to 36 months

for manpower salary and 26280 hours for energy usage.

For system utilization, we use the maximum value of 100%

representing fully-utilized clusters. In practice, cloud servers

have a typical utilization of only 10% [19].

First, we analyze the effect of varying the number of

edge cluster nodes on total cost and compare it to Amazon

EC2 price of $0.65 for one g2.2xlarge instance, as retrieved

2Descriptions are marked with ∗ if the associated values are taken from
the literature, with + if the values are measured by us, and with # for
model output values.

3Salary data are taken from www.glassdoor.com
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in March 2017. We assume fully-utilized clusters and no

manpower cost, and vary the number of edge cluster nodes

from one to eighteen as shown in Figure 4. We observe that

the cost of edge computing is always smaller than the cost of

cloud. However, the cost of TX1 is higher and is increasing

faster than the cost of TK1, showing that the new Jetson TX-

1-based heterogeneous wimpy system is not cost-efficient. In

the remainder of this section, we use the equivalence ratio

of 12, as derived in Section IV-B.

Next, we analyze the impact of cluster utilization on total

cost by comparing it to cloud cost when (i) cloud is reserved

for the entire lifetime (or (ii) cloud is reserved and setup

based on-demand depending on the utilization. We assume

that there is no cost associated with manpower and that

edge clusters have 12 nodes. As shown in Figure 5, high

utilization does not lead to higher cost for edge computing.

Rather, the cost per hour is roughly constant. On the other

hand, the cost of on-demand utilization of cloud is lower

when edge utilization is less than 27% and 55% for TK1

and TX1, respectively. However, for highly-utilized systems,

the cost of edge is always smaller compared to cloud.

Lastly, we analyze the effect of manpower cost on the final

cost per hour for three years of cluster lifetime. As shown

in Figure 6a, varying manpower salary from $0 to $7000
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per month, we observe that a small edge cluster incurs a

higher cost per hour compared to the cloud when salaries are

higher than $340 and $210 for TK1 and TX1, respectively.

Increasing the cluster size by 100 times, edge computing

becomes cheaper than cloud even with a dedicated system

administrator. We believe that organizations that want to

adopt edge computing already have IT system administrators

that can handle small and medium size cluster. Thus, we

show that using the wimpy heterogeneous systems is not

only energy-efficient but also incurs lower cost compared to

cloud resources.

V. CONCLUSION

With the need for new cost-efficient edge computing

architectures and the improvements of low-power wimpy

systems based on ARM processors, we have presented a

novel time, energy and cost performance analysis of wimpy

edge systems in comparison with brawny cloud systems.

For this comparison, we have selected an Amazon EC2

cloud instance with GPU and two heterogeneous wimpy

systems representing edge computing devices. These two

wimpy systems are Jetson TK1 and Jetson TX1 equipped

with multicore ARM CPUs and Nvidia GPUs of different

generations. Representing contemporary Big Data analytics

workloads, we use six MapReduce applications covering a

wide spectrum of domains related to IoT, and run then on

Hadoop, the most popular data analytics framework.

We first show that compared to homogeneous CPU-

only systems, heterogeneous systems with GPU provide

time-energy savings of up to 70% for compute-intensive

applications on both the edge and the cloud. Secondly, we

compare the time performance of brawny cloud instances

with wimpy edge nodes and establish an equivalence ratio

of 12 wimpy edge nodes that achieve the same or better

performance compared to a single brawny cloud instance.

Based on this ratio, we show that wimpy edge computing

incurs lower cost than brawny cloud computing except for

the case of small wimpy edge clusters as they do not

amortize the manpower costs of the system administrator.

Additionally, counter-to-intuition, we observe that recent

Jetson TX1 systems exhibits lower time-cost performance

compared to older Jetson TK1 systems. This is in due to

lower operating core clock frequency and the unexpectedly

low IPC of the Jetson TX1 GPU on some compute-intensive

applications.
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